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HOW DOES TRAINING WORK?

12-16oz gloves for non-contact work

 16oz gloves for contact (14oz acceptable if GSB Athletica due to

mould of gloves)

 Boxing boots 

 Joggers

 Mouthguard 

 Headgear 

Towel & Waterbottle

All boxers, regardless of experience train within the same time slot.

The first 25-30 minutes experienced boxers will split off and complete

their individual work, such as running, skipping, shadow, basic

footwork drills, bagwork etc. pending the workload for the night.

 

During the same time, our more inexperienced (0-1 fight) boxers will be

working hands-on with the coaches, drilling & repeating the basic

fundamentals of boxing to create a good foundation which will be built

on with more advanced skills as the camp progresses. 

After this first 30 minute block, all boxers will combine to work on skill-

categorised components such as condition sparring, open sparring,

partner work and more. 

 

Experienced boxers are required to complete their individual work as

is the standard for all amateur boxers- regardless of the setting in the

industry. The training scope will be provided with the list of skills, drills,

conditioning and more to be completed in this individual training time.

 

Sessions are structured by coaches and will not be posted on a daily

basis before training. Each boxer MUST have a training bag at all

sessions. 

Your training bag must ALWAYS consist of the below to avoid turning

up to training without the necessary equipment. Please have the below

listed in your training bag at all times. (This is NOT optional.)

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

 

THE G-SIX BOXING LEAGUE

The Red vs Blue program being utilised as a 12 week training platform

to give the everyday person the basic fundamentals of boxing to step

in and have their first bout in a safe, well matched environment. 

Open competition is the progression from Red vs Blue, allowing

individuals with one or more fights to train on a regular basis and

work towards multiple fights each year while representing their club

of choice (within G-Six Boxing clubs) and continue to improve and

build on their boxing knowledge. 

The G-Six Boxing League is an independent Central Coast-based boxing

competition, run out of 4 local boxing Clubs - Kincumber, Tuggerah,

Umina and Gosford - which all operate under the banner of G-Six Boxing.

 

How does it work?

The G-Six Boxing League operates as any normal amateur boxing

competition, although with a few important points of difference. 

1.

2.

 

Who is it for?

Although we pride ourselves on making boxing accessible for the

everyday person & we welcome all walks of life, skill & experience levels-

you must be aware that training within this league means you will engage

in full contact sparring and competitive boxing.

Therefore, if you are looking more for fitness & skill style training without

contact, we highly recommend joining our gym as a general member

and participating in our skill and fitness classes. 

 

What is our goal with G-Six Boxing League?

Our goal is to create a database across the Central Coast with boxers of

varied skill levels, allowing more accessibility to local boxing and events

on the Central Coast and to be able to build a community of like-minded

people. 

One of our main goals is ACCESSIBILITY, to welcome all walks of life into

our gyms, reduce travel requirements typically found in the amateur

boxing circuit by keeping events local, and run regular boxing events

from our Juniors (14+ years) all the way through to our Masters in their

sixties! This creates a healthy local competition that is club-based and

encourages the community to support their local club like any local sport.

We want to shine the positive spotlight back on boxing that it deserves. 

 



HOW DOES MATCHING OPPONENTS WORK?
All matching for Red vs Blue & Open League will always be matched in

standard weight divisions, as well as experience levels. 

Our aim is to match boxers with a good, strong opponent to meet their

skill level. 

 

Red vs Blue

Red vs Blue matching is based on participants with 0-1 fights, within

the same 12 week fundamental program. Opponents can be matched

in-house, or against one of our opposing G-Six Boxing clubs. If an

appropriate match cannot be found within one of our three other

clubs, you will be matched with a fighter within the same program in

the same club (gym). 

 

It is important to remember that Red vs Blue is an entry-level program,

with the goal being one of two things. 

Either a bucket-list experience, or utilised as a fundamental stepping

stone to further your boxing knowledge and then move into the Opens

category within the G-Six Boxing League. 

 

Opens

Our ‘open’ fighters will be matched appropriate to weight divisions,

experience and skill levels. Open boxers will be matched against

opposing G-Six Boxing clubs (gyms) and will represent their club, just

like any amateur boxer would represent their club in normal

competition against another gym.

Aside from interclub sparring events (to be held every third week),

opens from different clubs will not train together. 

 

**PLEASE NOTE-

Standout Red vs Blue participants who may be performing at a higher

level than most, could potentially be offered to bypass the Red vs Blue

fight pool and step into the ‘opens’ pool for their opponent if skill levels

are appropriately matched. 

 

INTERCLUB SPARRING & OUTDOOR TRAINING 

 

Two Saturdays a month are reserved for interclub sparring and

training. One of these Saturdays will be for all G-Six clubs to attend

sparring as it is important to put your skills to the test against outside

boxers which will give you a variety of opponents, weights and skill

levels to work with. 

 

These sparring days in the past, have generated up to 60 boxers-

therefore there is never a shortage of new opponents to work with on

these days. 

 

The second Saturday will be an outdoor session (weather pending)

designed to build our community of boxers and incorporate teamwork.

Sessions can involve anything from the Terrigal skillion, Wamberal

sand dunes, Rumbalara hill runs, beach work etc. 

 

Please note- although highly recommended, both these sessions are

not compulsory.

However, one huge aspect of being in the G-Six Boxing community is

engaging with likeminded people in various aspects of boxing, training

and the likes. Although we are here to participate within a sport, we

are also big on the growth of our community and standing for more

than just wins and losses, so we would love to see as many

participants get involved as possible. 
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OPENS

CLUB CHALLENGES

Best boxer in division (for each club) 

Most Active Boxer of the Year

Overall Boxer of the Year

Hardest Trainer of the Year

Like any sport, there is always a winner. 

 

Club Awards

Members of each club will box throughout the year to have the chance

to be awarded one of the below for their efforts within the year.

E.G. Super Heavyweight Boxer of the Year. In this case - each club will

award one male and one female the ‘Super Heavyweight Boxer of the year’.

 

G-Six League Awards

These awards are given on behalf of the G-Six Boxing League and

winners will be drawn from the best of each club.  

E.G - Best Super Heavyweight Boxer

Each club will put forward their super heavy weight of the year, and the

winner will be chosen as best overall G-Six Boxing Super Heavyweight

of the Year.  

 

Club of the Year

A points system has been put in place to award points based on total

amounts of fights, wins, losses, exhibitions etc. per club, with the overall

highest point scorer being awarded G-Six Boxing Club of the Year. 

 

 

G-SIX BOXING LEAGUE

CLUB-BASED DATABASE

TUGGERAHUMINAKINCUMBERGOSFORD

POOLS

(INC - AGE, WEIGHT, FIGHT RECORD ETC)
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RED VS BLUE
(0-1 FIGHT) (1+ FIGHT/S)

GOS  KIN   UMI   TUG GOS  KIN   UMI   TUG

*RVB is the stepping stone

or 'bucket list' program to

progress from RVB to

OPENS

*OPENS is designed for previous

RVB fighters, OR those who are

more experienced boxers -

including from outside clubs/

gyms who may have fought

before

(OVERSEEING BODY)

(EACH POOL DRAWS 
FROM ABOVE DATABASE)


